MICROCEMENT READY BASE
DATA SHEET

1. DESCRIPTION: POLYMER REINFORCEMENT READY TO USE 1 COMPONENT
DESCRIPTION: MICROCEMENTO READY TO USE
It is a cementitious coating ready to decorative use of stucco effect, its formulation contains
aggregates selected extremely hard, special resins with high adhesion and highly waterproof high
elasticity free of figurations even when there are structural tensions, its high impermeability they
confer properties for the application in zones with humidity, not darkening by effect of the water,
very good resistance to wear and scratches and excellent adhesion to an infinity of supports, be of 1
single component does not need mixtures, application with trowel and of very easy application, 1
only product packaging, very easy to work, highly decorative and very easy to apply.
Not suitable for swimming pools or surfaces in constant immersion.
2. TECHNICAL CHEMICAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS.
FINISH - MATE
COLOR - No color (color at the time of use with color toner)
SOLIDS IN WEIGHT - 100%
DRYING TIME - 2 to 3 hours
EXPIRATION - 1 year from date of production in original closed containers.
STORAGE - The temperature must not be less than + - 5º and more than + - 25º during the storage.
APPROXIMATE PERFORMANCE - 600 to 700 grams x kg and hand
3. MAIN PROPERTIES
√ Breathable
√ Waterproof
√ It does not yellow
√ High elasticity
√ Very good adhesion
√ High deformability mineral coating
√ High mechanical resistance
√ Low thermal diffusion
√ Fireproof
√ Aseptic
√ Decorative
√ 1 componen
4. SURFACE TREATMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Do not apply on dusty surfaces or contaminated with products that inhibit adhesion as
waxes, oils, etc., it is advisable to apply a first coat of microcement medium or base ready to use if
is to regularize. It is not advised for floors and floors of medium traffic

Regularize the surface to be treated by sanding previously, if the surface is very absorbent as
plaster plasterboard, etc. It is advisable to apply previously filler to water (hydroprimer).
It is recommended to seal the last hand of micro fine mortar with water polyurethane to achieve
greater impermeability and more resistance to rubbing.
Do not apply at temperatures below 8 degrees or above 30, 35 degrees.
Do not leave the container exposed to the sun and with the lid open, you can produce skins in the
container.
5. FIELDS OF APPLICATION
Especially suitable for decoration by microcement system, walls, furniture, shower trays, etc.

7. FORMATS
5 kg containers

